[1] The turbulent mixing in thin ocean surface boundary layers (OSBL), which occupy the upper 100 m or so of the ocean, control the exchange of heat and trace gases between the atmosphere and ocean. Here we show that current parameterizations of this turbulent mixing lead to systematic and substantial errors in the depth of the OSBL in global climate models, which then leads to biases in sea surface temperature. One reason, we argue, is that current parameterizations are missing key surface-wave processes that force Langmuir turbulence that deepens the OSBL more rapidly than steady wind forcing. Scaling arguments are presented to identify two dimensionless parameters that measure the importance of wave forcing against wind forcing, and against buoyancy forcing. A global perspective on the occurrence of waveforced turbulence is developed using re-analysis data to compute these parameters globally. The diagnostic study developed here suggests that turbulent energy available for mixing the OSBL is under-estimated without forcing by surface waves. Wave-forcing and hence Langmuir turbulence could be important over wide areas of the ocean and in all seasons in the Southern Ocean. We conclude that surfacewave-forced Langmuir turbulence is an important process in the OSBL that requires parameterization.
Introduction
[2] The turbulent motions in thin ocean surface boundary layers (OSBL), which occupy the upper 100 m or so of the ocean, control the exchange of momentum, heat and trace gases between the atmosphere and ocean. The ability of the oceans to buffer atmospheric climate change by absorbing and then storing heat and radiatively important trace gases relies heavily upon the exchanges in the OSBL. More permanent storage, via subduction into the ocean interior, is also influenced by the OSBL, as it sets the boundary conditions determining deep-ocean stratification and dynamics. The OSBL is therefore critical in determining the role of global ocean circulation on climate.
[3] Figure 1 shows global maps of the depth of the mixed layer of the OSBL (discussed in Figure 2 below and diagnosed here using the density criterion described in de Boyer Montégut et al. [2004] ) averaged seasonally from a 20-year simulation from a development version of the HadGEM3 climate model. The atmospheric model has N216 resolution and the ORCA025 ocean model has 1/4 horizontal resolution, see Hewitt et al. [2010] . Also shown are the percentage errors relative to the Argo float data reported in de Boyer Montégut et al. [2004] updated to include data up to 2008. At some locations the errors can be 100% of the observed depth. de Boyer Montégut et al. [2004] demonstrate robustness of their estimates to other definitions of the mixed layer depth, and the errors for example in the Southern Ocean shown in Figure 1 are larger than the differences between this climatology and Monterey and Levitus [1997] . Similar results are found with coarser resolution models (N96 and ORCA1, NCAR CCSM4, GFDL CM2M and CM2G at 1 resolution [see Fox-Kemper et al., 2011] ). In the Northern Hemisphere the errors in mixed layer depth are of both signs. But in the Southern Ocean the mixed layer is generally too shallow compared to the observations, particularly during the Southern Hemisphere summer. There are corresponding errors in sea surface temperature (Figures 1e and 1f ) of 3-4 C in the Southern Ocean. Weijer et al. [2012] compare measurements of the Southern Ocean with calculations from the CCSM4 model. They also show that the mixed layer depth is too shallow in the Southern Ocean, particularly in the Indian and east Pacific regions where the errors are comparable to the errors shown in Figure 1 . These errors lead to errors within the ocean interior in dynamically important quantities such as potential vorticity, temperature and salinity, and in transport of passive tracers such as CFC-11, because they are not subducted along the correct isopycnals. Finally, a recent parameterization of the restratification of the OSBL by submesoscale eddies [Fox-Kemper et al., 2008] reduces many of the deep biases in climate models , but it exacerbates the shallow biases, such as in the Southern Ocean.
[4] These results illustrate how state-of-the-art climate models produce systematic errors in the properties of the OSBL when compared to observations. In the Southern Ocean the mixed layer depth is too shallow, particularly during the Southern Hemisphere summer. Whilst atmospheric errors, for example in cloud cover and hence radiative forcing of the OSBL, could play a role, here we argue that these systematic biases have important contributions from physical, surface-wave driven, processes that are missing from current parameterizations of the OSBL. These mixed layer biases contribute (alongside atmospheric errors) to sea surface temperature errors, with many current climate models showing warm biases of several degrees in the Southern Ocean.
Turbulent Mixing in the Ocean Surface Boundary Layer
[5] The evolution of the OSBL is driven by a range of processes that deepen or shoal the layer [e.g., Large et al., 1994; Sullivan and McWilliams, 2010] . Since we are concerned here with the shallow bias in climate simulations of the OSBL, we focus on processes deepening the OSBL. Figure 2 shows schematically the vertical structure of the OSBL and the processes that deepen it. The bulk of the OSBL can be termed the mixed layer, where the temperature and salinity are approximately uniform with depth, and which is often capped below, at the mixed layer depth, by a sharp pycnocline, which extends deeper into the ocean. Three sources of turbulence, namely wind, buoyancy and waves, drive turbulence in this mixed layer, which then deepens the OSBL. Hence a quantitative understanding of these turbulent processes in the OSBL is likely to be the key to understanding the shallow biases in mixed layer depth shown in Figure 1 .
[6] Deepening of the OSBL implies an increase in potential energy, and hence requires an energy source, such as turbulent kinetic energy (hereafter TKE). The TKE equation in horizontally homogeneous flow is
Here u h and w are the horizontal and vertical Eulerian velocities (primes denoting turbulent fluctuations and overbar time mean), u s is the Stokes drift vector associated with the surface waves, e is the turbulent kinetic energy, b′ is the turbulent buoyancy fluctuation, p′ turbulent pressure fluctuation and r background density.
[7] As indicated in Figure 2 , within the mixed layer of the OSBL three processes produce TKE on the right hand side of equation (1). Term 1 is wind-forced production, which arises from work done on the gradient of the local Eulerian mean current generated by wind forcing at the ocean surface. (When the OSBL is shallow there can also be strong additional shear production at the base of the layer [Large and Crawford, 1995; Grant and Belcher, 2011] but this case is not considered here.) Term 2 is wave-forced production, which arises from work done on the gradient of the Stokes drift associated with ocean surface waves. This term gives rise to Langmuir turbulence, a fully turbulent flow with elongated vortices aligned between the direction of the wind and waves [Skyllingstad and Denbo, 1995; McWilliams et al., 1997] . Term 3 is buoyancy-forced production, which generates convective turbulence when there is cooling at the ocean surface. (When there is warming at the ocean surface, this process re-stratifies the OSBL and inhibits turbulent mixing, a case not considered here but estimated in Boccaletti et al. [2007] and Thomas and Ferrari [2008] .) Term 4 is transport of turbulence-by-turbulence, and redistributes TKE from its level of production through the depth of the OSBL. Term 5 is the molecular dissipation of turbulence into heat.
[8] Superficially, the wind-and wave-forced production terms in equation (1) look similar. However, wave forcing preferentially drives production of vertical turbulent velocity [McWilliams et al., 1997; Teixeira and Belcher, 2010] , in the form of downwelling jets (manifest as part of the Langmuir turbulence through the redistribution term in equation (1)) that penetrate deeper than the layer directly affected by Stokes drift; they reach the base of the OSBL and generate greater entrainment than wind-driven turbulence [see Polton and Belcher, 2007, Figure 7] . Hence it is likely that Langmuir turbulence will be important in deepening the OSBL.
[9] Each of these three production mechanisms produces a distinct type of turbulence, with its own scaling laws. It is then natural to define a regime diagram for mixing in the OSBL based on the relative strengths of the terms producing TKE. Since there are three production terms, there are two independent ratios that define their relative magnitudes, and hence axes of the regime diagram. Here we focus on measuring the role of wave production compared to the wind and buoyant production in order to assess the likely role of Langmuir turbulence in the OSBL.
[10] The first ratio measures wind-forced production against wave-forced production, namely
Here the scaling velocity and length scales for wind-forced turbulence are u * , the friction velocity in the water and h, the depth of the mixed layer of the OSBL (see Figure 2 ). Grant and Belcher [2009] show using LES and Harcourt and D'Asaro [2008] argue from measurements that the scaling velocity and length scales for wave-forced turbulence are
and h. Although the Stokes drift penetrates only a distance O(d = 1/2k), where k is the wavenumber of the peak waves, the turbulent transport (term 4 in equation (1)) distributes the wave-forced turbulence through the whole depth, h, of the layer. The velocity scale can be obtained by balancing scaling estimates of wave-forced production (term 2 in equation (1)) with dissipation (term 5 in equation (1)) [see Grant and Belcher, 2009] . The square of the turbulent Langmuir number, La 2 = (u * /u s ), scales the ratio of these two production terms.
[11] When the wind and waves are not aligned, Van Roekel et al. [2012] use LES to show that Langmuir cells form aligned between the wind and waves. They suggest a revised formula for the Langmuir number, but do not demonstrate that it collapses terms in the TKE budget. Hence we use the definition given in equation (2), with u s , the Stokes drift, projected into the wind direction, and acknowledge their argument that including the angle effect will tend to broaden somewhat the range of the Langmuir number. The OSBL is forced at the surface by wind stress, t s , buoyancy flux, B s , and surface waves through their breaking and their Stokes drift, u s . Surface wave breaking generates turbulence, and leads to high levels of dissipation, within a distance of the order of a significant wave height, O(H s ), from the surface, but does not seem to be a controlling process at deeper levels [Terray et al., 1996; Sullivan et al., 2007] . Stokes drift associated with the non-breaking waves penetrates a deeper distance of order d = 1/2k (k is the wave number of waves at the peak in the wave spectrum). Stokes drift deforms absolute vorticity into the horizontal generating streamwise vortices of Langmuir turbulence [Craik and Leibovich, 1976; Teixeira and Belcher, 2002] . Below is a mixed layer where the character of the turbulence is controlled by the strength of the surface wind, buoyancy and waves (via Stokes drift) [Grant and Belcher, 2009] . At the base of the mixed layer, at depth h, is a pycnocline to the base of the OSBL at depth h b , which deepens through a combination of vertical advection and entrainment by mixedlayer turbulence of denser fluid from below into the OSBL, leading to a buoyancy flux B e .
[12] The second ratio, which has not been recognized previously, measures buoyancy-forced production against wave-forced production, and is given by
Here B s is the surface buoyancy flux (defined to be positive for an upward flux cooling the ocean). The scaling velocity and length scales for buoyancy-forced turbulence, which arise from scaling arguments for pure convection, are w * ¼ B s h ð Þ 1 3
and h [e.g., Large et al., 1994] . The ratio in equation (3) can be written in terms of the Langmuir stability length L L = Àw * L 3 /B s , which is the analogue for convective-Langmuir turbulence of the Obukhov length for convective-shear turbulence: In analogy with the convective case [Thorpe, 2005, p. 121] , when h/L L < 1 wave forcing dominates the OSBL; when h/L L > 1 buoyancy forcing dominates the OSBL.
[13] A regime diagram for the OSBL can then be defined with axes La ¼ u * =u s À Á1 2 and h/L L = w * 3 /w *L 3 . This regime diagram is similar to the one defined by Li et al. [2005] , but with two important differences. Firstly, here we interpret the axes as the ratio of terms that produce TKE, processes that underpin any parameterization of the OSBL mixing, whereas Li et al. [2005] determine their parameters from the mean momentum equation and are perhaps therefore more suitable for linear stability analysis. Secondly, Li et al.'s stability parameter is the Hoenikker number, Ho = (4d/h)h/L L , which uses d, the depth scale of penetration of the Stokes drift, as its length scale. Here we use the turbulent length scale, which, as argued above using term 4 of equation (1), is the mixed layer depth, h. Figure 3 shows such a regime diagram.
[14] Now, we can write turbulence quantities in terms of the scaling length and velocity scales and a dimensionless function. For example, in the mixed layer, which lies below the region near the surface directly affected by wave breaking, the dissipation rate, which is interesting because it can be measured [e.g., D'Asaro et al., 2011], becomes
where the scaling velocity U = u * , w *L , or w * for wind, wave, or buoyancy forced turbulence and f ɛ (z/h, La, h/L L ) is a universal function. Following the approach taken in the atmospheric boundary layer [e.g., Moeng and Sullivan, 1994] the dissipation in the middle of the mixed layer, for example, can be written as a linear combination of the dissipation from each the three production mechanisms, namely
[15] The LES results of Grant and Belcher [2009] uniform steady conditions: when the conditions evolve rapidly in time and space additional processes come into play, as discussed in section 4 below. The form of A s suggests that wave-wind interaction reduces the effectiveness of shear production at moderate La, perhaps because the wave forcing generates vertical mixing that inhibits vertical current shear and thence shear-generated production. Equation (5) can be rewritten
Figure 3 shows contours of log 10
The thick solid lines on this figure delineate regions where one forcing dominates at the 90% level: for example, the lower left line indicates where wave-forced production accounts for 90% of the total, suggesting that Langmuir turbulence dominates when La < 0.3 and h/L L < 0.1. Also shown are the variation in the normalized dissipation rate with La and h/L L .
A Global View of Mixing Regimes in the Ocean Surface Boundary Layer
[16] We now develop a global perspective by diagnosing the distribution of the parameters defined in section 2 using re-analysis data. We consider separately the Langmuir number and Langmuir stability parameter. The wind, wave and buoyancy forcing data are obtained from both ERA-40 [Uppala et al., 2005] and ERA-Interim [Dee et al., 2011] , which include analyses of the two-dimensional frequency spectrum, F( f, f) (where f is wave frequency and f is wave direction), produced using a development of the WAM model, and incorporates a huge range of observations, including scatterometer measurements. The wave spectrum in ERA is computed explicitly up to f ≈ 0.41 Hz, Higher frequencies are represented by patching on a f À5 tail. Following Kenyon [1969] , the component of Stokes drift at the surface along the wind direction q w is computed from
with a similar expression with sin(f À q w ) for the component perpendicular to the wind. Finally, following Leibovich [1983] , the Langmuir number is calculated only where the 10 m-wind speed exceeds 3 m s À1 , which excludes about 10% of the ocean at any one time. Equation (7) then yields the component of the Stokes drift that is used in equation (2) to evaluate the Langmuir number.
A Global View of the Wind Versus Wave Forcing
[17] Figure 4 shows the global distribution of the Langmuir number. Figures 4a-4c show histograms of La for the Northern Hemisphere, the Tropics and the Southern Hemisphere, each computed using ERA-Interim and ERA-40. ERA-Interim tends to have waves more fully developed with the local wind than ERA-40, because the surface winds are stronger and because of changes to the wave model that result in wind waves developing more quickly in the presence of swell [Dee et al., 2011] . The stronger Stokes drift in ERA-Interim is also in better agreement with other estimates from altimetry and different wave models [Webb and FoxKemper, 2011] . Although the analyzed wave fields are expected to be better in ERA-Interim than in ERA-40, differences in the results give some indication of our uncertainty in global estimates of La.
[18] The distributions calculated using ERA-Interim are peaked around La = 0.3. This value is obtained if the Stokes drift is computed from the Pierson and Moskowitz [1964] spectrum for waves in equilibrium with the wind, so-called fully developed seas. A value of La = 0.3 implies an important role for wave forcing of turbulence. The tail at higher values of La indicates conditions with more wind forcing, while the tail at lower values indicates conditions with more wave forcing, e.g., via swell from remote sources. The distributions calculated using ERA-40 peak around La = 0.35 and are slightly broader. The tails are consistent with Hanley et al. [2010] , who show that in ERA-40 winds in mid-latitudes vary rapidly within synoptic systems and the waves do not reach full development. The distributions from both ERA-Interim and ERA-40 are particularly sharply peaked for the Southern Ocean, whereas in the Tropics the ERA-40 histograms are broader, with greater occurrence of higher La. This suggests a greater prevalence of Langmuir turbulence in the Southern Ocean.
[19] The f À5 tail contributes about 30% to the surface Stokes drift in equation (7). But this contribution originates from waves with wavelengths less that about 10 m, whose contribution to the Stokes drift penetrates only about 1 m into the water column. In this shallow region wave breaking is important, and so it is not clear whether or not they do force Langmuir turbulence. If the tail is ignored completely then the peak in the ERA-Interim distributions in Figure 4 are shifted to La = 0.4, implying a greater role for wind forcing. It is currently unclear which value of Stokes drift is more appropriate for the ocean, but these results demonstrate a robustness of the general conclusion of the importance of wave forcing.
[20] Conditions in enclosed seas are different compared to the open ocean. Figure 4d shows the frequency of occurrence of La using two years of turbulence and wave measurements from the Östergarnsholm site in the Baltic Sea (for a site description see Smedman et al. [1999] and Rutgersson et al. [2008] ). The distribution peaks at La = 0.35 but is much broader than in the open ocean. In particular the distribution extends below La < 0.3 indicating strong wave forcing, suggesting swell dominated conditions.
[21] Figures 4e-4h show maps for winter and summer seasons computed from ERA-Interim of the frequency of occurrence of La < 0.35, indicating an important role for wave forcing, and La > 0.35, indicating a role for wind forcing. In the Southern Ocean La < 0.35 for more than 80% of the time throughout the year. In the North Atlantic and Pacific storm tracks La shows a stronger seasonal cycle. During the Northern Hemisphere winter La is less than 0.35 about 70% of the time. For the remainder of the time the typical range is 0.35 < La < 0.5, indicating a role for wind forcing. During Northern Hemisphere summer, when the storm tracks are less active, La < 0.35 about 60% of the time, and La > 0.35 about 40%. In the Indian Ocean there is a strong seasonal signal associated with the monsoon. During JJA, when the monsoon is active, wave forcing is important with La < 0.35, whereas in DJF, when the monsoon is not active, La is distributed more evenly between wave and wind forcing. Elsewhere in the tropics La < 0.35.
[22] In conclusion, our synthesis of LES TKE scalings and re-analysis data indicate wave forcing of turbulence is important throughout the world's oceans. This conclusion is robust to the re-analysis used for diagnosis and to the treatment of the tail in the wave spectrum.
Buoyancy Versus Wave Forcing in the Southern Ocean
[23] The Langmuir-buoyancy stability parameter is more difficult to evaluate because, even with Argo floats, measurements of the mixed layer depth are currently available with only monthly resolution, much lower temporal resolution than the ERA-Interim data. Also, the stability length, L L , ranges from small to very large values, so simple averages are not robust. Consequently, here a comparison of the mixed layer depths with the Langmuir-buoyancy stability lengths is preferred over computing their ratios. We focus on diagnosing the relative roles of wave and buoyancy forcing in the Southern Ocean, because of the biases identified in current models in Section 1, and because it illustrates important aspects of the competition between wave and buoyancy forcing.
[24] The Langmuir stability length, L L , was calculated using the buoyancy flux computed from daily-averaged surface sensible and latent heat fluxes, net longwave cooling and freshwater flux from ERA-Interim. The stability length scale was calculated only when the total surface buoyancy flux was positive, i.e., cooling the ocean, when buoyancy forcing promotes convective mixing. This selection gives an upper bound on the role of buoyancy forcing in generating (Figures 4e and 4f ) and 0.35 < La (Figures 4g and 4h) during December, January, February (DJF) (Figures 4e and 4g) and June, July, August (JJA) (Figures 4f and 4h) , all computed from ERA-Interim. turbulence, because solar heating suppresses turbulence but with an unknown scaling. The modal average stability length over each month was then calculated.
[25] Figure 5 shows contour plots of the Langmuir stability length and measured mixed layer depth in the Southern Ocean for July, Southern Hemisphere winter. This is an interesting season because there is a band where the mixed layer is 500 m deep; elsewhere the mixed layer is between 100-200 m deep. As shown by Dong et al. [2008] the band of deep mixed layer lies to the south-east of the subAntarctic front. Climate models typically under-estimate the mixed layer depth in this region by 150 m or more (Figure 1) . The Langmuir stability length increases towards the pole, mainly because the average heat flux reduces. Outside the band of deep mixed layer, h is less than L L indicating greater importance of wave forcing over buoyancy forcing of turbulence. Within the band of deep mixed layer h $ L L , indicating wave and buoyancy forcing are comparable.
[26] Figure 6 shows a Hovmoller diagram of the mixed layer depth along the line A-B in Figure 5 . This line crosses the subAntarctic front at about 145 E. A deep mixed layer develops to the south-east of the front during Southern Hemisphere winter, from August to October, extending eastwards to 170 E. Figure 6 (bottom) shows that the mixed layer depths reach 500 m in August and September. In this region the mixed layer depth is equal to the Langmuir-stability length, h $ L L , indicating that wave and buoyancy forcing are important. Outside this region the mixed layer depth is generally shallower than the stability length, h < L L , indicating that wave forcing dominates over buoyancy forcing.
[27] This finding that wave forcing is always important when compared to buoyancy forcing even in winter is perhaps surprising: it is often thought that buoyancy forcing is the dominant process deepening the winter mixed layer. The reason can be traced to the surface buoyancy flux, which is proportional to the 10 m wind speed, the humidity contrast and the air-sea temperature difference. Over much of the ocean the humidity is high and the air-sea temperature difference is modest, and so high buoyancy flux requires strong winds. These strong winds also drive strong waves. Hence strong buoyancy forcing is accompanied by strong wave forcing. The deep mixed layers shown in Figures 5 and 6 are in the vicinity of the sub-Antarctic front where the sea surface temperature has a strong gradient [Dong et al., 2008] . Winds blowing across the front become relatively dry and create strong air-sea temperature contrasts, so buoyancy fluxes are large even at moderate wind speeds. Cold, dry air outbreaks from land to warm ocean similarly produce strong heat fluxes for moderate winds. Data from the Östergarn-sholm site in the Baltic Sea suggest buoyancy forcing dominates there about 20% of the time. Hence we see that wave forcing is important even when buoyancy forcing is present, except at edges of ocean basins or in certain special regions of the ocean where large-scale ocean dynamics produce strong surface temperature gradients.
Potential Impacts of Langmuir Turbulence
[28] The regime diagram in Figure 3 shows contours of the joint histogram of the La and h/L L in the Southern Ocean during winter. The joint histogram suggests wave and buoyancy forcing to be important mechanisms of turbulence production in the mixed layer of the OSBL in this region. But if wave forcing and Langmuir turbulence is so prevalent, and since wind and waves always occur together, perhaps current parameterizations already implicitly account for the effects of wave forcing? This might circumvent the need to account explicitly for wave driven turbulence if wind and waves were in fully-developed equilibrium. Indeed, there is then a relation between the surface wind speed and the wave spectrum, and hence the Stokes drift, and so the wave forcing. But this is an unsatisfactory approach because Sullivan et al. [2008] and Hanley et al. [2010] show that wind and waves are rarely in equilibrium. This finding is supported here by the large dynamic range of La, which would not be seen if the wind and wave forcings were always in a constant ratio. Misaligned waves and winds tend to increase this dynamic range [Van Roekel et al., 2012] . Since wave-driven turbulence mixes and entrains differently compared to winddriven turbulence, these two processes cannot then be tuned with a single parameter. Langmuir turbulence needs to be parameterized as a mechanism in its own right. So, what are the likely effects of representing wave-forcing and Langmuir turbulence in parameterizations of the OSBL? Firstly, LES suggests that in certain circumstances wave forcing can lead to large changes in the mixing profile through the OSBL and the entrainment flux at the base of the OSBL. In a particular example, with the global mean value of La = 0.4, the entrainment flux at the base of the mixed layer in LES is a factor 3 times higher with wave-forced than for wind-forced turbulence [see Grant and Belcher, 2009, Figure 16] . Smyth et al. [2002] show how inclusion of Langmuir turbulence improves LES of mixed layer shear in the western tropical Pacific.
[29] Current climate models also ignore other processes that are known to be important in deepening the OSBL. Firstly, Large and Crawford [1995] show that inertial oscillations are generated in the OSBL by rapidly-varying winds, which in turn are effective at deepening the OSBL. Measurements by Ledwell et al. [2011] show strong inertial oscillations in the Southern Ocean. But this process is not currently represented in climate models because (i) the ocean models are typically forced with daily-mean winds, and (ii) the ocean models are too viscous to allow realistic inertial oscillations. Furthermore, our present understanding of this process is not mature: for example, tentative results from Grant and Belcher [2011] suggest that this process may be effective only when fh/u * is small. Secondly, the interaction of winds with submesoscale eddies and fronts, which are also un-resolved in global ocean models, can generate both mixing and restratification in the OSBL [e.g., Thomas and Lee, 2005; Fox-Kemper et al., 2008] . Again our understanding is not mature: there are competing effects, so for example it is not known whether randomly orientated fronts lead to a net deepening or shoaling of the mixed layer [Thomas and Ferrari, 2008; Mahadevan et al., 2010] . These processes all deserve further attention.
Conclusions
[30] Whilst there are a range of uncertainties in our current understanding of the dynamics of the OSBL, the diagnostic study developed here suggests that turbulent energy available for mixing the OSBL could be grossly underestimated without forcing by surface waves. Wave-forcing and hence Langmuir turbulence could be important over wide areas of the ocean and in all seasons in the Southern Ocean, including during summertime when there are known biases in the OSBL depth in current models. Therefore global climate models need to represent wave forcing of Langmuir turbulence in their parameterizations of the OSBL, which may well require that global climate models also need to compute the surface wave field. There is a pressing need for direct observational evidence to support the results of LES and diagnostic analysis presented here. One way to do this is through continued measurement of turbulence microstructure within the OSBL, for example dissipation rate or vertical velocity variance, and map it on a regime diagram such as in Figure 3 .
